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Abstract

The strongly intense quantities and robust variances in processes of
multi-particle production in pp and AA interactions at LHC energies was
studied. The Monte Carlo and analytic modelling of these quantities in the
framework of a quark-gluon string model were implies. The string fusion
effects were also taken into account by implementing of a lattice (grid) in
the impact parameter plane. Strongly intensive variable Σ(nF , nB) was
calculated for different energies for two values of the width of the obser-
vation rapidity windows as a function of the distance between the centres
of this windows. Scaled variance ωn and robust variance Rn for different
energies and for different width of the observation rapidity window was
calculated by MC simulations.

PACS: 12.40.−y

Introduction

As is well known, at the present the quantum chromodynamics does not enable
to describe numerically the soft part of multi-particle production. The different
versions of the QCD-inspired quark-gluon string model are used for a description
of this component of hadronic interaction at high energy. One of the most
popular approaches is the string model [1–4]. In this model at first stage the
color quark-gluon strings are formed. At second stage the hadronization of these
strings produces the observed hadrons.

Generation of the string configuraton

At first we formulate the MC algorithm based on the string model. In our
approach we will consider that each cut pomeron corresponds to formation of
two strings [4]. To take into account string fusion one should know not only
the mean number of pomerons in pp collisions at a given impact parameter b,
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but also the event by event distribution of the number of pomerons around this
mean value. This distribution at a given value of the impact parameter b at
N ≥ 1was chosen in the following form:

P̃ (N, b) = P (N, b)/[1− P (0, b)], (1)

where P (N, b) is the poissonian distribution with some parameter N(b):

P (N, b) = e−N(b)N(b)N/N ! . (2)

The difference of our distribution P̃ (N, b) (1) from the poissonian one (2) is only

in excluding of the case N = 0: P̃ (0, b) = 0, which corresponds to the absence
of the non-diffractive scattering.

According to [12], we suppose that in the proton-proton collision at the
impact parameter b the string density in transverse plane at a point ~s is pro-
portional to

wstr(~s,~b) ∼
1

σpp(b)
T (~s−~b/2)T (~s+~b/2) , (3)

where the T (~s) is the partonic profile function of nucleon. We will use for the
partonic profile function of nucleon the simplest gaussian distribution:

T (s) =
e−s2/α2

πα2
. (4)

Substituting (4) in (3) one gets

wstr(~s,~b) ∼
1

σpp(b)
e−2s2/α2

e−b2/2α2

. (5)

Simultaneously in this approach we have N(b) = N0e
−b2/2α2

, where the param-
eter N0 depends on initial energy.

As has been shown in [12], in the framework of this assumptions the average
number of pomerons 〈Npom(E)〉, the scaled variance of number of pomerons
ωNpom

(E), the cross-section of non-diffractive pp interaction σpp and the prob-
ability P (N) to have N cut pomerons in a non-diffractive pp collision has the
following form:

〈Npom(E)〉 = N0

E1(N0) + γ + lnN0
, E1(x) =

∫
∞

x

e−t

t
dt, (6)

ωNpom
(E) = 1 +

N0

2
− 〈N〉pom (E) , (7)

σpp = 2πα2 [E1(N0) + γ + lnN0] , (8)

P (N) =
2πα2

σppN

[
1− e−N0

N−1∑

l=0

N l
0/l!

]
. (9)

The last formula shows that this approach is equivalent to the Gribov-Regge
approach, as it was noted in [12]. This enables to connect the parametersN0 and
α of string fusion model, which describe the dependence of the mean number
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of pomerons on the impact parameter b with the parameters of the pomeron
trajectory and its couplings to hadrons:

α =

√
2λ

C
/5.05 fm, N0 =

2γppC

λ
exp(∆ξ), λ = R2

pp + α′ξ, ξ = ln(s/1GeV 2) .

(10)
Here ∆ and α′ are the intercept and the slope of the pomeron trajectory. The
parameters γ and Rpp characterize the coupling of the pomeron trajectory with
the initial hadrons. The quasi-eikonal parameter C is related to the small-mass
diffraction dissociation of incoming hadrons.

For the case of pp collisions the following numerical values of the parameters
were chosen to describe the multiplicity and the non-diffractive cross section:

∆ = 0.2, α′ = 0.05GeV −2, γpp = 1.035GeV −2, R2
pp = 3.3GeV −2, C = 1.5.

(11)
The string density in the transverse plane increases with the growth of initial

energy or going to collisions of nuclei, and it is necessary also to take into
account an interaction between the strings [5, 6], which leads to the formation
of fused strings [7, 8]. To simplify the account of string fusion processes in
our calculations we use the version of the model with the transverse lattice
(grid) [9–11]. In the model the transverse plane is divided into cells, which area
is equal to the string transverse cross-section. It is supposed that the strings
with the centers in the same cell are fused.

In the framework of the string fusion model [7, 8] the dependence of the
average number of particles formed from decay of the fused strings in the cell
on the number of strings, ηi, in the rapidity observation window of width δy
have the following form:

n (ηi) = µ0δy
√
ηi, (12)

where µ0 is the average number of a particles produced from the hadronizations
of the one string in the window of width δy = 1. In our calculations the following
numerical value of the string radius was chosen:

rstr = 0.2 fm. (13)

We assume that the number of particles produced from the hadronizations
of the strings in i-th cell in the rapidity observation window of width δy is
distributed over the negative binomial distribution (NBD) with mean value (12)
and scaled variance:

ωµ(δy, η) = 1 + δyµη
0J

η
FF , (14)

see the paper [14], where

Jη
FF =

1

(δyF )2

∫

δyF

dy1

∫

δyF

dy2Λη(y1 − y2) (15)

and Λη(∆y) is the two-particle (pair) correlation function, which was chosen in
the simplest form

Λη(∆y) = Λη
0e

−
|∆y|

y
η
corr , (16)

yηcorr is a characteristic correlation length in the rapidity space. In accordance
with the physical picture of the string fusion in the model we assume that the
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dependence of the parameters on the string density, η, is as follows

yηcorr =
y1√
η
, µη

0 = µ0
√
η. (17)

For the correlation function chosen in the simplest form, (16), the integral
Jη
FF can be calculated explicitly:

Jη
FF =

2Λη
0

(δy)2
yηcorr

(
δy − yηcorr

(
1− e

−
δy

y
η
corr

))
. (18)

Parameters y1 and Λη
0 was chosen to obtain a correspondence with the results

for Σ(nF , nB) obtained in [16–18] using the pair correlation function extracted
in [14] in the approximation of identical strings from ALICE [13] experimental
data. The value of the parameter µ0 was chosen to describe dN/dy distribution
at different energies taken from [15,21–24]:

µ0 = 0.7, y1 = 2.7, Λη
0 = 0.8. (19)

Based on the foregoing, the MC algorithm was elaborated. The developed
algorithm was used to generate the events at the following energies: 60 Gev,
900 Gev, 7 TeV, 13 TeV.

Calculation of the Σ(nF , nB), ωn, Rn

The definitions of of the strongly intensive variable Σ(nF , nB), scaled variance
ωn and robust variance Rn are as follows [19, 20]:

Σ(nF , nB) ≡
〈nF 〉ωnB

+ 〈nB〉ωnF
− 2cov(nF , nB)

〈nF 〉+ 〈nB〉
, (20)

ωn ≡
〈
n2

〉
− 〈n〉2

〈n〉 , Rn ≡ ωn − 1

〈n〉 =
〈n(n+ 1)〉

〈n〉2
− 1. (21)

As it was shown in [25], for the strongly intensive variable Σ(nF , nB) (20)
the following expression can be obtained:

Σ(nF , nB) =

∞∑

η=1

〈n〉η
〈n〉 Ση(µF , µB), Ση(µF , µB) = 1+µη

0δy [J
η
FF − Jη

FB] , (22)

where Ση(µF , µB) is the variable Σ for a cell with η strings, 〈n〉η is the average
numbers of particles produced from the decay of all string clusters with η strings,
〈n〉 — the multiplicity,

Jη
FB =

1

δyF δyB

∫

δyF

dy1

∫

δyB

dy2 Λη(y1 − y2). (23)

For the correlation function of the simplest form (16), we have

Jη
FB =

Λη
0 (y

η
corr)

2

(δy)2
e

−∆y

y
η
corr

(
e

δy

y
η
corr − 2 + e

−δy

y
η
corr

)
, (24)

where δy = δyF = δyB is the rapidity observation window, ∆y is the rapidity
distance between the centers of observation windows (formula (24) was obtained
in the case ∆y > δy).
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Results

For the calculation of the Σ(nF , nB), ωn and Rn formulas (22) and (21) was
used. ωn and Rn were studied as a function of rapidity width of the observation
windows δy for min.bias pp interactions at different energies. This dependence
is shown in the fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Results for scaled variance ωn and robust variance Rn calculated with
help of (21) as a function of the rapidity width of the observation window δy
for min.bias pp interactions at energies 60 - 13000 GeV

Σ(nF , nB) were studied as a function of the rapidity distance between the
observation windows ∆y for min.bias pp interactions at different energies for
rapidity width of the observation windows δy = 0.2 and δy = 0.4. Results for
this study is shown on the fig. 2. As one can see Σ(nF , nB) increase with initial
energy of pp collision.
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Figure 2: Results for the strongly intensive variable Σ(nF , nB) calculated with
help of (22) as a function of the rapidity distance between the observation
windows ∆y for min.bias pp interactions at energies 60 - 13000 GeV for rapidity
width of the observation windows δy = 0.2 and δy = 0.4.
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Figure 3: Results for the strongly intensive variable Σ(nF , nB) calculated with
help of (22) as a function of the rapidity distance between the observation
windows ∆y for different centralities of pp interactions at energies 60 - 13000
GeV for rapidity width of the observation windows δy = 0.2.
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Figure 4: The same as in fig.3 but for rapidity width of the observation windows
δy = 0.4.
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The dependence of the strongly intensive variable Σ(nF , nB) on the collision
centrality was also investigated at different energies. As one can see in the figs.
3, 4 Σ(nF , nB) grows with increasing centrality of the pp collision.

Summary

The quark-gluon string model approach and the MC algorithm for the analysis
of high energy pp collisions were developed.

The strongly intensive variable Σ(nF , nB) was calculated for different en-
ergies for two values of the width of the observation rapidity windows as a
function of the distance between centers of these windows. It has been shown
that Σ(nF , nB) increases with both initial energy of pp collision and centrality.

As is clear from formula (22), in both cases this is caused by the growth of
the proportion of string clusters with a larger number of merged strings. Recall
that, as it was shown in [16–18,25], the value of the variable Σ(nF , nB) depends
only on the properties of sources and the proportion in which they are formed
in a collision.

Using the obtained MC simulation results the scaled variance ωn and robust
variance Rn in pp collisions for different energies and for different width of the
observation rapidity window were also calculated.
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